Clinical alarms, including those for mechanical ventilation, have been one of the leading causes of health technology hazards. It has been reported that < 15% of alarms studied rose to the level of being clinically relevant or actionable. Most alarms in health care, whether by default or intention, are set to a hypothetical average patient, which is essentially a one size fits most approach. A method of tuning to individual patient characteristics is possible, similar to the treatment philosophy of precision medicine. The excessive amount of alarms in a clinical environment is thought to be the largest contributing factor to alarm-related adverse events. All these factors come to bear on human perception and response to mechanical ventilation and clinical alarms. Observations of human response to stimuli suggest that response to alarms is closely matched to the perceived reliability and value of the alarm system. This paper provides a review examining vulnerabilities in the current management of mechanical ventilation alarms and summarizes best practices identified to help prevent patient injury. This review examines the factors that affect alarm utility and provides recommendations for applying research findings to improve safety for patients, clinician efficiency, and clinician well-being. Key words: mechanical ventilation; ventilation; alarm; alarm management; ventilator alarms; ventilator alarm management; alarms strategy; alarm surveillance. [Respir Care 2020;65(6):820–831. © 2020 Daedalus Enterprises]
involving alarms; countless others have been injured. In 2010, the Food and Drug Administration received > 2,500 adverse event reports associated with ventilator use, in which about a third of the events indicated an alarm-related issue.6 It is well known that there are inconsistencies in the practice of mechanical ventilation alarm management. Mechanical ventilation alarms and alerts provide clinicians with vital information about the device’s ability to deliver the input settings and the patient’s physiologic response to those settings, yet these alarms in and of themselves have been suggested as hazardous to patient safety7 (Fig. 1).

In 2014, The Joint Commission introduced “Use alarms safely” as a National Patient Safety Goal. Phase 1 required hospitals to identify the most important alarm signals to manage. Questions like “What mechanical ventilation alarms are important?” and “Who determines if an alarm is unnecessary?” arose quickly. This drove many leaders within the respiratory therapy community to investigate best practices. Researchers from Yale University attempted to answer those questions through an integrative review of 12 previous studies published between 1986 and 2015. They reported that, when clinically irrelevant alarms were compared as a percentage of total annotated alarms, most studies revealed that only 5–13% of alarms were clinically relevant or were referred to as actionable. The definitions of clinical relevance were inconsistent across studies, which made clinical relevance of alarms difficult to determine.7

In 2016, phase 2 of the National Patient Safety Goal to use alarms safely asked hospitals to establish policies and procedures for the management of alarms identified in phase 1. Many hospitals created or updated their policies and procedures to remain compliant, yet little evidence exists as to whether this will improve the care of mechanically ventilated patients. In 2018, this goal remained as “Make improvements to ensure alarms on medical equipment are heard and responded to on time.”8 Through the National Patient Safety Goals, care facilities have faced an increasing need to manage quality improvement through innovative designs specifically targeted at using alarms safely. Reasons for lack of standardization could include regional variations, caregiver tolerance of alarm fatigue, and fear of litigation resulting from a stated standard. This review examines vulnerabilities in the current practice of mechanical ventilation alarm management and provides a summary of best practices identified to help prevent patient injury.

Current State of Alarm Management

Monitoring alarm systems for safety and quality largely consists of individualized monitoring practices, but management of mechanical ventilation has distinct differences that should be explored independently. Unlike bedside physiologic monitoring alarms, mechanical ventilation alarms can prevent a negative physiologic result if properly monitored and managed. For example, if a disconnect or minute ventilation alarm is quickly resolved, a cascade of negative physiologic events and their associated physiologic alarms can be prevented. The American Association for Respiratory Care has several evidence-based clinical practices and expert panel reference-based guidelines surrounding the practice of mechanical ventilation.9–14 The clinical practice guideline that influenced mechanical ventilation communication, monitoring, and safety practices today, entitled “Patient–Ventilator System Checks,” was retired due to improvements in technology that made some of the positions obsolete and due to a lack of evidence for others.15 Another evidence-based clinical practice guideline has yet to take its place. This is largely due to the lack of evidence needed to meet today’s evidence-based clinical practice guideline development standards. However, an issue paper published by the American Association for Respiratory Care and the University Health System Consortium’s (now known as Vizient) Respiratory Care Network titled “Safe Initiation and Management of Mechanical Ventilation” was developed in 2017 and provides guidance on alarm management.16 Current recommendations include but are not limited to (1) establishing a time requirement to respond to alarms; (2) establishing a list of parameters that require monitoring; and (3) designating alarm priority levels (eg, level 1, 2, or 3).

Clinical Relevance

Research suggests that 80–99% of alarms in general are false or nonactionable.17–22 Ventilator alarms are considered high risk and therefore are considered high-priority alarms in health care facilities. Both morbidity and mortality related to ventilator alarm management have been reported by the Food and Drug Administration in its MAUDE database.6,23 Although 90% of adverse events related to mechanical ventilation alarms did not result in harm, the risk of one missed ventilator disconnect or malfunction could result in permanent harm or death. This leads us to the issue of clinical relevance. Clinical relevance can be an ambiguous and subjective term, with most institutions defining it through alarm policy. Interventions should focus on reducing
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clinically irrelevant alarms with careful consideration for how clinical relevance is defined and measured. Most mechanical ventilation practices include setting alarms such as high pressure, disconnect, and minute ventilation. The practice of setting alarms varies widely from extremely liberal (i.e., practically off) to very conservative (i.e., triggering many nonactionable alarms). Both have the ability to create unsafe environments due to delayed alarming and alarm fatigue.

Individualization and Default Alarm Thresholds

Today’s mechanical ventilation alarm threshold practices include individualization of most alarms to the patient’s condition. Default alarms are preprogramed based on institutional policy or guidance during installation and have a variety of default settings according to patient category (e.g., neonatal, pediatrics, adult) and associated modes of ventilation. However, these are often leveraged during the initial set-up as a starting point and with a balance between nonactionable and actionable alarms while admitting a patient who requires mechanical ventilation. Careful consideration should be given to justify the use of default alarms to avoid inappropriate generalization.\(^1^6\) After admission and stabilization of the mechanically ventilated patient, alarm thresholds are typically set to alert the clinician that the clinical goals or targets of mechanical ventilation have not been met. This attempt at individualizing the alarm threshold is designed to mitigate nuisance alarms and alarm fatigue, while creating an environment that is the safest and most responsive to individual patient care needs.

Surveillance

Clinicians, mainly respiratory therapists in the United States, monitor mechanically ventilated patients by performing patient–ventilator assessments on average every 2–4 h, with some low acuity patients going as long as 12 h between assessments. There is no standard approach to these assessments, likely because these visual spot checks are inadequate as a consistent and reliable safeguard in the modern patient care environment.\(^2^5\) We know from the literature on opioid-associated respiratory depression that there is a pattern of doubt in the ability of spot checks to prevent negative outcomes: in 42% of confirmed deaths, the interval between last nursing assessment and detection of opioid-induced respiratory depression was < 2 h, whereas in 16% of cases the last check occurred within 15 min.\(^2^5\)

Challenges in Alarm Monitoring

Although there are many studies highlighting issues with alarms and their association with patient safety, studies documenting solutions are more limited. This is likely because alarm-related adverse events are multifactorial and involve patient, human, organizational, and technical factors. The risk for alarm adverse events can increase due to organizational issues such as lack of alarm accountability and a lack of agreement on setting alarms, human factors such as inconsistent response, and technical complications such as varied or confusing alarm signals (Fig. 2).\(^2^1,2^6-2^8\)

Alarm Fatigue

The biggest contributing factor to alarm-related adverse events is suggested to be the excessive number of alarms in a clinical environment, which can be as high as 942 alarms per day.\(^2^6\) Regarding mechanical ventilation contributing to the environment of alarm fatigue specifically, it appears that mechanical ventilator alarms contribute to approximately a third of all alarms in the ICU (Fig. 3).\(^1^7,1^8,2^9,3^0\) Smaller studies
have reported 7–8 alarms per ventilator hour in mechanical ventilation. More importantly, the current frequency of alarms has likely contributed to unfavorable clinician behaviors such as disabling or silencing critical alarms, setting inappropriate thresholds, or reducing alarm volumes, which have undoubtedly resulted in negative patient outcomes.

Alarm fatigue occurs when busy health care workers are exposed to frequent safety alerts or alarms and as a result become desensitized to them. This fatigue can lead to poor outcomes through longer response times or to completely missing/ignoring important or life-saving alarms. Mechanical ventilation alarms make up a third of all alarms in the ICU or approximately 9 alarms per bed per hour and therefore contribute to the ambient noise. Imagine trying to detect the important alarms from all the false or nonactionable alarms in a busy ICU while potentially being a few rooms away. This overwhelming task leads to risky behavior such as silencing or ignoring alarms. This completely negates the original design of alarm or alerting. This alarm fatigue not only harms health care workers, it has negative effects on patients and families as well. Alarm noise creates an unpleasant environment for patients and families. This noisy environment has been shown to delay patient recovery and increase stay. Additionally, the effects of these alarms causes the families to lose trust in the staff when they don’t respond in a timely manner. The best way to treat or reduce alarm fatigue is to reduce the burden, but there is no one answer here.

Human Factors

It has been suggested humans tend to respond to alarms in the same proportion to their perceived reliability of the alarm system. Meaning if clinicians believe a particular alarm is 90% true, they respond to them 90% of the time and if it’s 10% true, these alarms will be responded to about 10% of the time. Likewise, clinician response time grows with nonactionable alarms. In a recent survey of attitudes and practices related to clinical alarms (survey included 30% respiratory therapists) Ruppel et al reported a disappointing trend in the past 10 years, including worsening perceptions of nuisance alarms and more alarm-related adverse events, and many clinicians are more likely to agree nuisance alarms occur frequently and disrupt patient care than 10 years ago. Therefore, staff performance must be measured on the basis of the work environment, and options such as extending alarm delays may be worth the sacrifice in response time if the ultimate benefit to the patient is greater.

Education and Competency

Literature suggests there is a lack of or limited training for alarm end users. Nurses, respiratory therapists and physicians receive differing levels of education regarding mechanical ventilation, alarm management and may interpret alarms and their meaning differently. Yet, they all have equal access to mechanical ventilator alarms.
Initiating and maintaining mechanical ventilation is a complex process. Alarm settings are not universal and are often different manufacturer to manufacturer. It is imperative each clinician who manages or assists in the management of mechanically ventilated patients be educated and remain competent within their role. The clinician primarily responsible for the mechanically ventilated patient should ensure those assisting in the management are competent to help.

Alarm management knowledge and skills must start in health care education. Staff education is the bedrock of all change management efforts, yet it is often used as a last resort. Research has demonstrated that educational interventions that increase clinicians’ awareness and competency with using monitoring systems can decrease alarms. While these studies are not specific to mechanical ventilation, there is no reason to believe it wouldn’t be similarly effective. There is a growing movement to only monitor those items during mechanical ventilation that must be monitored for the sake of patient safety. Clinicians need to be aware that alarms are designed by default to be high in sensitivity but low in specificity because of manufacturer liability concerns. Alarm thresholds are usually set to a generalized population instead of to patient-specific conditions. In addition, policies and clinical practice tend to follow the better-safe-than-sorry logic, which only contributes to the problem.

Conversely, education should be targeted to provide safe, patient-specific thresholds and maintenance of the mechanical ventilation equipment to ensure the most accurate monitoring possible. Specific education should provide the true meaning of each alarm, whether it is categorized as low, medium, or high priority, and what actions should take place when an alarm occurs. Continuing education on mechanical ventilation alarms for all staff responsible for caring for these patients should be provided.

**Organization**

Recommendations from the Emergency Care Research Institute (ECRI), Association for the Advancement of Medical Instrumentation (AAMI), and the Joint Commission on the Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations (JCAHO) emphasize multidisciplinary teamwork and leadership as well as staff engagement to effectively reduce nuisance alarms. However, bedside alarm first responders emphasize the need for standardized alarm configuration. Respiratory therapists frequently are tasked with managing patients who require mechanical ventilation in hospitals. To be effective in using alarms safely, the development of best practices and protocols should focus on navigating how to create value-added alarms rather than additional alarms. In the process of defining best practices for reducing unnecessary alarms, the National Coalition for Alarm Management Safety found that a small number of patients are responsible for triggering most alarms and thus targeting interventions to those identified patients would substantially reduce nuisance alarms. Specific to mechanical ventilation management, the leading causes for ventilator alarms and sentinel events with mechanical ventilation is the lack of adaptations of the alarm thresholds when ventilator modes were changed.

**Alarm Safety Culture**

It is important to promote an alarm safety culture involving administration. Ursprung et al reported that promoting a blame-free culture facilitated acceptance by staff when implementing new interventions. Specifically, engaging staff in identifying alarm problems and developing a solution was suggested as crucial to solving and promoting an alarm safety culture. A policy holding staff accountable is also crucial in the prevention of noncompliance. Real-time audits have demonstrated a continued need to correct human errors and behaviors. In fact, one study reported that alarm compliance improved by 84% by conducting audits. In most institutions this can be easily added to currently existing core safety elements.

Those with a good mechanical ventilation alarm safety culture often have:

- Comprehensive interdisciplinary mechanical ventilation alarm management policy and procedure
  - Patient-specific alarm thresholds
  - Documentation of the alarm thresholds
  - Procedures for pausing or silencing alarms
  - Standard procedures for evaluating safe mechanical ventilation alarm management and response
- Routine alarm inventory and prioritization
- Measuring mechanical ventilation alarm frequency through technology or safety rounds
- Adjusting time standards or staffing models that consider mechanical ventilation alarm response time
- Ensuring accountability of mechanical ventilation alarms
- Education on proper mechanical ventilation maintenance to ensure accurate measurements and reduce artifacts
- Surveillance of mechanical ventilation frequency and standardized interventions when frequency exceeds predetermined standards
- Education on the frequency and types of mechanical ventilation modes and brands to all clinicians
• Routine re-evaluation of the mechanical ventilation alarm assessment and evaluation frequency
• Modifying as needed the policy and procedure on mechanical ventilation alarm management

**Technology Advancements**

Strategies to bring about meaningful change often include technology. Advancements in technology have shown promise in helping with mechanical ventilation alarm management when they target real problems such as alarm settings, artifact management, individualization and take into consideration staff and patient burden as outlined in Figure 2.

**Alarm Thresholds.** Table 1 demonstrates how ventilator manufacturers have taken different approaches to alarming. The majority of manufacturers provide the ability to program default alarm thresholds based on various patient populations. Many allow you to set alarms with an autoset feature, which works by allowing the threshold to be set automatically with the push of a button to a predefined setting, such as ± 30% of the current minute ventilation. This feature helps providers set alarm thresholds quickly and reduces human error.

Some ventilators provide the ability to set alarm thresholds for peak inspiratory pressure, tidal volume, frequency, and minute ventilation, while others do not provide a tidal volume alarm or other limits. Few devices allow you to alarm a single variable 3 different ways (e.g., minute ventilation alarms: total, demand, and spontaneous). This can lead to standardization difficulties when you have multiple brands of ventilators that may provide too many options or too much variation. Gorges et al.\(^{46}\) reported that the Servo 300 ventilator, which only alarmed minute ventilation, had significantly fewer alarms per hour than comparator ventilators (Puritan Bennett 840, Avea), which alarmed frequency, tidal volume, and minute ventilation. In addition, clinicians often feel the need to set all available alarms when the manufacturer makes them available. However, alarming a single variable such as pressure in multiple ways (e.g., high pressure, low pressure, PEEP) has proven beneficial when determining vital events such as ventilator disconnects and partial or full occlusion of the ventilator circuit.

**Smart Alarms.** There is an evolving concept of creating intelligent alarms. Some of the basic ideas are alarms and options that default to clinician input such as patient category, weight, and mode of ventilation. The escalation of alarm priority (visual and tone) or auditory volume over time if not resolved or silenced within a specific timeframe makes these alerts hard to ignore and more audible if distance or isolation is an issue. Additionally, coupling of alarms such as low tidal volume with low pressure alarms can accurately signify the highest priority disconnect alarm than a stand-alone low-pressure alarm. These alarms have been coined “smart alarms” because of their inputs or algorithmic output.

Another type of smart alarm can be silenced ahead of time with clinician input such as with suctioning. Several mechanical ventilator manufacturers allow the selection of a suctioning feature, which silences certain alarms for a period (usually 2 min) while preoxygenating the patient and then returns to normal operation when the patient is reconnectected to the ventilator.

---

**Table 1. Ventilator alarm offerings by manufacturer**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ventilator</th>
<th>Tidal Volume</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Minute Volume</th>
<th>Airway Pressure</th>
<th>Apnea</th>
<th>Disconnect</th>
<th>Delays</th>
<th>FIO2</th>
<th>Autoset</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Puritan Bennett 980</td>
<td>Inspiratory Total</td>
<td>Total Mandatory</td>
<td>Spontaneous Total</td>
<td>Peak PEEP</td>
<td>Adjustable</td>
<td>Circuit Power</td>
<td>Gas pressure</td>
<td>Circuit Power</td>
<td>Gas pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamilton G5</td>
<td>Expiratory Total</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>Peak PEEP</td>
<td>Adjustable</td>
<td>Circuit Power</td>
<td>Gas pressure</td>
<td>Minute ventilation</td>
<td>MPS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dräger C500</td>
<td>Expiratory Total</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>Peak PEEP</td>
<td>Adjustable</td>
<td>Circuit Power</td>
<td>Gas pressure</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Servo U</td>
<td>N/A Total</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>Peak PEEP</td>
<td>Adjustable</td>
<td>Circuit Power</td>
<td>Gas pressure</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avea</td>
<td>Expiratory Total</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>High peak Low peak PEEP</td>
<td>Adjustable</td>
<td>Circuit Power</td>
<td>Gas pressure</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MPS = manufacturer preset
Adding an alarm delay has been considered to reduce nonactionable alarms and potentially to reduce alarm fatigue, although this delay might improve alarm accuracy at the expense of lengthening alarm response time. An alarm delay of 6 s with pulse oximetry can reduce alarms by half. Likewise, introducing a 19-s alarm delay of all alarms, including mechanical ventilation, could reduce alarms by 67% in the medical ICU. If an automatic system capable of detecting events such as turning, oral care, suctioning and bathing was integrated, alarms could be reduced by 71%.

The Future of Alarm Management

The future of alarm management will challenge traditional safety norms. One of the best methods to eliminate alarm management issues is to prevent alarms. To do this, we will need to be proactive in determining which alarms add value and to leverage technology along with behavioral science to create a culture of safety. One of the first challenges is the practice of patient–ventilator assessment and safety rounds. Traditionally respiratory therapists’ patient–ventilator assessments occur every 2–6 h while a patient is on mechanical ventilation, or as needed, and mechanical ventilation safety rounds (ie, rounds that specially look at alarm function and safety equipment) occur once per shift. While this is current practice, respiratory therapists spend countless hours documenting numbers that often do not add value or demands they spend time with patients who don’t require so much time just because it is policy. These intermittent assessments and safety rounds do not address true safety issues. Patients who require mechanical ventilation to survive require continuous surveillance.

Continuous Surveillance. In 2016, the cause of death of an estimated 251,000 patients was reported to be due to medical error. Yet health care facilities continue to battle against the same causes year after year with little improvement. Experience and literature surrounding mechanical ventilation supports the concept that we struggle with unrecognized patient deterioration, alarm fatigue, opioid-induced respiratory depression, unplanned extubation or disconnects, and hospital-acquired conditions such as ventilator-associated pneumonia or ventilator-induced lung injury. Traditional monitoring assessments have shortcomings that negatively affect both patient outcomes and the efficiency of care. Our visual patient–ventilator assessment leaves our patients remotely monitored a large percent of the time (Fig. 4). This causes us to rely too heavily on alarms within the room or at a central station, and clinicians must monitor patients by sight and sound. Failure to capture clinically relevant ventilation changes or trends in measured parameters such minute ventilation, peak airway pressure, heart rate, pulse oximetry, and breathing frequency can threaten the safety culture we work so hard to create. Fortunately, key advancements in technology present significant opportunities to shift away from reactive and episodic monitoring in favor of comprehensive surveillance that may allow clinicians to intercept adverse events before they occur and well before an alarm.

Alarm Analytics. Since the introduction of biomedical device integration, several manufacturers have been developing systems that help address some of the alarm management issues of today. First, the concept that data are powerful is real. Prior to biomedical device integration, alarm policy compliance was manual and very labor-intensive. We know from our previous discussion that simple manual surveillance of alarm parameters can improve compliance, but what if we could do this in a less labor-intensive way? Today there are at least 3 manufacturers that offer the ability to monitor and track alarm compliance. Table 2 describes alarm management issues and potential solutions through advancements in human behavior and technology.
Smart Room. The concept of a smart room of event detection has been explored to improve the accuracy of alarms and to provide contextual assessments of monitoring readings. These smart hospital rooms of the future will be able to identify the presence of a health care provider, type of provider, family member, or patient movement. Additionally, these smart rooms theoretically would be able to identify vital missing components of today’s hospital room, such as whether a staff member washed their hands, when someone entered and left the room, or the type and time a certain medication is being administered, and could intervene if an error were about to occur. In a study to enhance the safety of mechanically ventilated patients, Lins et al. used an ambient process analysis to classify a patient’s status, to detect a provider’s presence and activity, and to monitor power supply. They were able to create a process to address real-life errors and block the clinician’s ability to place the ventilator in stand-by mode while still connected to a patient. The authors’ group was able to function with and without cameras, demonstrating the flexibility of the system to utilize differing technologies to address real concerns such as privacy.

Auditory Icons. In the ICU, where most patients receive mechanical ventilation, it is often difficult or impossible to audibly tell the difference between a heart rate alarm or a mechanical ventilator alarm, not to mention the multiple levels of alarms (eg, advisory to critical). This makes accurate and timely identification difficult, to say the least. Through an interprofessional collaboration of music engineering, medicine, and nursing, a research group at the University of Miami was able to come up with auditory icons to serve as metaphor for the event taking place.

Table 2. Alarm management issues with possible solutions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alarm Management Issues</th>
<th>Human Responses</th>
<th>Technology Advancement</th>
<th>Manufacturers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alarm setting errors</td>
<td>Safety audits</td>
<td>Autoset</td>
<td>Dräger Medical C500, Hamilton Medical T1, Maquet Servo U, Puritan Bennett 980, Vyaire Medical Avea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Alarm analytics</td>
<td>Capsule Bernoulli One&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;, Medtronic Vital Sync&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;, Vyaire Medical RKP&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonactionable alarms</td>
<td>Calibration and routine maintenance</td>
<td>Improved signal processing and delay options</td>
<td>Dräger Medical C500, Hamilton Medical T1, Maquet Servo U, Puritan Bennett 980, Vyaire Medical Avea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population</td>
<td>Individualized alarm setting policies and practices</td>
<td>Population defaults (ex. neonatal, pediatrics, adults)</td>
<td>Dräger Medical C500, Hamilton Medical T1, Maquet Servo U, Puritan Bennett 980, Vyaire Medical Avea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staffing/burden/fatigue</td>
<td>Setting only actionable alarms or delays if available</td>
<td>Continuous surveillance and analytics that capture the alarm settings, frequency of alarms, and duration Escalation of alarm over time (increase priority and volume if applicable) Remote alerting Customization of prioritization and escalation of alarms schema</td>
<td>Capsule Bernoulli One&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;, Medtronic Vital Sync&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;, Vyaire Medical RKP&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;, Puritan Bennett 980</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> Capsule. Bernoulli Alarm Surveillance.  
<sup>b</sup> Medtronic. Vital Sync Monitoring and CDS Solution Workflow Efficiencies.  
<sup>c</sup> Vyaire Medical Respiratory Knowledge Portal (RKP).
ALARMS EXCEED THIS THRESHOLD FREQUENTLY. Alarm flooding is the phenomenon of reducing adverse events or shortening the duration of mechanical ventilation. Alarm Prevention. The axiom “an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure” is just as true today as it was in Benjamin Franklin’s time. It is obvious that mitigating the alarm is the best course of action, yet the “how” remains elusive. Manufacturers (eg, Capsule, Medtronic, and Vyaire) have created applications to help identify patient readiness to wean, ventilator protocol variations, alarm policy compliance, and ventilator-induced lung injury, to name a few. They have also incorporated other metrics of quality, such as ventilator-associated pneumonia and ventilator-associated events. We would all agree there is no better way to reduce alarms and therefore alarm fatigue than to prevent alarms by reducing adverse events or shortening the duration of mechanical ventilation.

Alarm Flooding. Alarm flooding is the phenomenon of presenting more alarms in a given period of time than a human operator can effectively respond to; this has been identified as the root cause of plant incidences such as the Texaco Pembroke refinery fire and the accident at the Three-Mile Island Nuclear Plant. Human performance has taught us that approximately one alarm per minute is the limit a typical person can handle, yet we know that alarms exceed this threshold frequently. Alarm flooding has not been effectively explored in health care, likely because of the inability to record all of the alarms efficiently until now; biomedical device integration may assist in additional research opportunities along these lines.

Summary

Current practices for alarm management and prevention can be improved by multiple available interventions and practices. These include targeted education with reinforcement, standardized alarm policies that respect patient differences and include peer follow-up, and the adoption of assistive technology. Benefits include improved patient safety, reduced clinician burden and fatigue, and enhanced efficiency which can lead to cost savings. Continued research is needed on human and environmental factors that influence alarm awareness and perception. Continually maximizing alarm prevention and utilization for mechanical ventilation as technology and care continue to advance in complexity are mandatory responsibilities.
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Table 3. Examples of auditory icon metaphors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alarm Category</th>
<th>Metaphor 1</th>
<th>Metaphor 2</th>
<th>Metaphor 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cardiovascular</td>
<td>Fast, rhythmic drum pattern</td>
<td>Several pulses of a lup-dup heart beat</td>
<td>Tick-toc of a clock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ventilation</td>
<td>Sound of a science fiction ventilator mask</td>
<td>Inhalation followed by exhalation</td>
<td>HVAC system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxygenation</td>
<td>High-pressure build-up of air escaping a tank</td>
<td>3 wine cork pops</td>
<td>Depressurization of a mask or tank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equipment failure</td>
<td>Improper start of a cold motor (pull cord)</td>
<td>Improper start of a cold motor (pull cord)</td>
<td>Powering down of a science fiction motor; synthesized</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Adapted from Reference 54.
HVAC = heating, ventilation, and air conditioning system
54. Bennett C, Dudaryk R, Crenshaw N, Edworthy J, McNeer R. Recommendation of new medical alarms based on audibility,
Discussion

Lamberti: It’s been about 6 years since the Joint Commission came out with that urgent plea. How do you think we’re doing if you gave us a grade as an overall healthcare system about alarm fatigue. They said this is an urgent problem, let’s fix it, and I’m just amazed that it’s 6 years later and I don’t think we’re very far along.

Walsh: I would agree that we’re not very far along. And I think we continue to do the same-old same-old but expecting different results. I’ll give you an example. There are respiratory therapy departments that have refused to do monitoring of end-tidal CO2 on the floors for opioid depression or respiratory depression. Pharmacists have had to step up, and I’ve actually provided training to a pharmacy team to do end-tidal CO2 monitoring because nurses and respiratory therapy wouldn’t pick it up. I thought what a shame. There’s this disconnect because we’re all about patient safety, but applause to my pharmacy colleagues who stepped up to the plate, learned the technology, so when they fulfill narcotics prescriptions they insured they were monitored appropriately. Again, I’m disappointed in my nursing and respiratory therapy colleagues, but that’s how dire the straits in certain places because they don’t value the safety net types of systems like end-tidal CO2. As Brady [Scott] went over, there are all other ways to monitor breathing frequency now and even remote alarming but people aren’t picking up on it for some reason. I don’t quite get it. This is a serious patient safety issue.

Scott: I agree with Brian, I think we’re not doing a very good job with this. When we were writing the paper on mechanical ventilation alarms and alarm fatigue, the distressing part was that there wasn’t a lot in the literature to write about. So, I think we have a long way to go. In terms of alarm fatigue, as you pointed out in your last slide, the #1 attributing factor to alarm fatigue is frequency of the alarms. And I think a lot of the technology for secondary alarms is well intended, but the problem is that the secondary alarms on our cell phones or tablets are adding to the frequency of alarms. We simply don’t know how to best set alarm thresholds yet. I think we need to seriously investigate the safest, most effective mechanical ventilator alarm thresholds, as the technology we have available is phenomenal. However, if we can’t set it properly, it’s just causing more and more alarms. We have a long way to go.

Lamberti: We need to understand that the alarm threshold that we chose determines the frequency of alarms. The low alarm threshold for oximetry of 90% was chosen by anesthesiologists 30 years ago in the OR, where patients have secure artificial airways. Dartmouth, who has published extensively on continuous pulse oximetry, sets their low threshold at 85% and sets a delay at 15 s, getting rid of probably 80% of their alarms.

Scott: Another thing I wanted to comment on is the burden of alarms on patients. While we’re hearing a lot of alarms as clinicians, so are patients. There have been some studies2,3 on how many times infants are subjected to these noises in the ICU and how it may be impacting development or how well they’re sleeping. We should probably acknowledge that alarms are causing problems beyond clinicians and our issues with alarms fatigue.

Walsh: I did come across one study4 that looked at sleep in relationship to alarms, as well as sleep interruptions, and it was pretty eye-opening that they do contribute to interrupted sleep, particularly in the ICU.

Blanch: I think we are talking about digital medical devices, but the future is the digital transformation. The internet will change alarms at bedside. As an example, if a patient has a life-threatening arrhythmia, a robot will carry stuff to the bedside before professionals have arrived. We need professionals with different disciplines to work with us in the ICU. We need humanized and technologically advanced ICUs. Medical devices are little computers and must be interoperable and interconnected. Experts said that the digital transformation of the health system will take 20 years from now to be completed. In the meantime, we must work to prevent motivation losing and professionals burnout.

Walsh: Thank you. In addition to what Brady was talking about and what you’re talking about, we also need administrations to step up. And I mean that seriously because everyone wants to own the head of the bed and a lot of devices won’t talk to another device. So, if you say, ‘hey I’m not going to purchase you unless you talk to other devices or communicate with the EMR or remote alarm system’, I bet manufacturers will get this straight if they want the sale. Often connectivity is an afterthought and then to get something to communicate with our remote alarm system or EHR sometimes takes months if not years to get connected. Then the products cycle out. To Brady’s point about alarms, it’s not just the patients but the families, they’re being annoyed by these alarms as well and they notice when
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we don’t respond to an alarm. It drives their stress level up because they don’t have the knowledge to say, ‘it’s appropriate to ignore that one or it’s not appropriate to ignore that one’ so they can’t determine a difference. So then you get irate families, bad customer service, those types of things also plaguing your hospital because you won’t step up and control alarm management.

**Blanch:** I fully agree. This means we must change the way we approach the medical industry. Maybe, we should inquire to industry about solutions, not just buying medical devices, thus looking for better quality and efficiency.

**Walsh:** It may be going, by the way, like subscription-based software systems and those types of things where you subscribe for 6 months and then if you don’t get the return to go with the competitor who’s promising a similar return on investment. Versus buying all this hardware. I think the hardware will probably go away, we’ll have standar-dized hardware hopefully, and it will be software-driven and we’ll have products that make sense and help patients.

**Smallwood:** I have a question about the regulatory pathway for these solutions we’re talking about. You spoke about some of the standards, for medical devices to be approved and sold in any country and the fact that they have to adhere what the government tells them to do and meet some standards. That’s all well and good provided that everything I want to do is approved and is incorporated into the function of the device. But let’s take a physiologic monitor for instance. If the monitor indeed has the capability for me, a random clinician, to go into the monitor and plug in my smart alarm that at my institution has been clinically accepted in this patient. What’s the regulatory pathway to let me do this? Do I need approval? Do I need some holistic alarm solution or can I simply take some off the shelf parts, put them together the way I want and get the utility I’m looking for?

**Walsh:** One of the things we’ve done at the AARC is partner with AAMI on this. We were invited to join their multidisciplinary team to develop alarm awareness for mechanical ventilators. We’ve been working with that group. The group I presented who came up with different auditory icons, they worked through that group as well with ISO. If you don’t know the regulatory pathway, AAMI makes recommendations to ISO. ISO is an international organization, AAMI is the American representative to that group so they take recommendations to try and get standards changed if they’re not safe for our patients but they’re limited obviously if the whole world doesn’t agree we’re kind of stuck. We can go to the FDA pathway and request different standards than ISO, and I know some manufacturers have done that. This innovative group, they worked within the ISO standards. So you’ll still hear the beeps that are required by ISO, but then they added additional noises or auditory cues to actually tell you that this is a high priority alarm but it’s also the heart rate alarm. They were working within the standards and ISO has actually accepted that and have said, ‘yes, if you brought that to us today we would say it meets the standard’ so I thought that was interesting. Of course they’ll take that to the FDA when they go through their approval process. One of the things I thought was very innovative with this group is that they pointed out physiologic markers because they all had the same alarm. So pulse oximeter, heart rate, all had the same high priority beeps and they were actually able to differentiate between those different parameters they were monitoring that made it identifiable. I think it will promote patient safety tremendously if it gets passed and people start using it.
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